This 
Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to study the relation between fo. £ C'fe'[0, l]) which form an extended complete Chebyshev (E.C.T.) system on [0, l]. We refer the reader to either of the books S. Karlin and W. J. Studden [5] or S. Karlin [4] for the definition and fundamental properties of E.C.T. systems.
We assume that the u. ate the canonical basis represented by uQ{x) = Wfj{x)
ul(x) = w0(x)fXowl(c;l)dc;l For an integer r > 0, let A^ denote the rth order difference operator with step size t,
The corresponding rth order modulus of smoothness of / is given by (1.8) There is a constant p > 0, with the property that whenever n > 0 and I < i < m -1, then there is an n > n such that x. < x < x. , with
It is easy to see that (1.8) guarantees that the following holds.
(1.9) There is a constant p ~> 0, with the property that whenever n > 0 and
, there is an n > n such that x. ) < x < x'\" / with \x -x("''| Our main objective in this section is to show how co*if, h) can be characterized in terms of ordinary smoothness as described by co, if, h). We first establish an identity between generalized divided differences and ordinary divided differences. The determinant A{x; t) can be written in a similar way to (2.12), namely (2.13) A(x; t) = det ((-l)fe->Af->foz, x + ;i))* .=0.
Our first lemma determines the behavior of A{x; t) and A {x; t) as t -< 0. De- Remark.
In particular, i-lY~+k limt^Q t~fi+kAQ{x; t) = W{u0, ■ • ■ , uk_ ¡tx) > S > 0 uniformly in 0 < x < 1.
Proof. Suppose 0 < r < k and consider A fo; /) which is given by (2.12).
We have from (2.12) that
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where we have divided each column by t to compensate for the factor t~'
Since zz. £ C [0, l], for each i, j there is a point ç. . e ix, x + kt) tot which \kt~Au., x + jt)/th~j = «**-,*(£. .). Therefore, as t -> 0, this quantity converges to u.-]ix) uniformly for 0 < x < 1. This shows (2.15), where we have factored out the terms (-1) ~'.
In the same way, we see that
It is shown in Karlin 
as desired.
For the other direction, we again use (2.11) and find We want to show that &->,(/> i) = 0{t ). This is clear when a < 1, because the first term on the right-hand side of (2.21) is Oit ) by assumption and the second sum is 0{t) because each term in the sum has a factor A, r > 1. Suppose we have established the result for all a < I, I an integer I < I < k -I. lfl<a<l+l, a/k and co*{f, t) = 0{ta), then by our induction hypothesis &v(/> i) = 0{tl). Therefore, using (2.20) in (2.21), we find cAf,t) = 0(ta+ Z 'r+/+ Z fo'+fonz-W Z *k)
When a = k, we have to use the additional information we have just obtained.
For example, now we know eoAf, t) = 0{t 2). Using this in (2.21), together with (2.20),, we find ojfe(/, t) = 0{tk + 2*=J tk~r • /r) = 0(tk). Proof. Because of Lemma 3, it is enough to show that (3.2) co*if, t) = Oita) U -0).
We will show first that (3.2) is valid for any ' of the form Now, it follows from our remark (1.10) that (3-6) *a "\ r]l8> ii/i|Sa i11^-1-
Hence, given any t > 0, t. < t < t. fot some 7z and co*if, t) < co*if, t\ ) < 1 A72 + l»a -A72 -Ci, < Cp~ t, < Cp~~ t . This is (3.2) and the proof is complete.
In §4, we will establish the direct theorem that coff, t) = 0(t ) implies uQ fx) = wfx) ulfx) = wfx)fXowv+fÇfdc;l (4.1)
Note that for v = 0, we get our usual system. Also, (4-2) b;.+1> v_,fe) = wv_ fx)fXo uu ft)dt.
We define the new space of spline functions Mia 8 ) to be the collection of all functions S tot which OZ2 each interval fx'"',, x'"'), i = 1. . . . , m . In particular, for v = k -1, there is no continuity assumption on the splines.
We begin with the following reduction lemma. This completes the proof of the theorem. 5 The saturation class for algebraic polynomial splines with equally spaced knots.
In this section, we suppose that the E.C.T. system is ordinary polynomials,
i.e., zz it) = t', i = 0, • • • , k -1, and the knots are equally spaced (S = ,z'/72¡"_0).
In this case, it is possible to give a more precise characterization of the saturation class.
We let E if) = F? (/). There is a 8 > 0 such that 0.11) iM-e)ix-x0)<f(k-X\x)-f^k-l\x0)< Mix-xf, for xQ < x < xQ + 8.
If we integrate the inequality (5.11) k -1 times, we find (Ai -f)(x -xfk/k\ </fe) -fixf) -f'ixflix -xf -/(fe-1)fe0)fe-x0)fe-1A! < Mix -xfk/k\, for x0 < x < x0 + 8.
This last inequality shows that there is a polynomial P, of degree < k -1 such that for each 0 < r¡ < 8
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